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More Healthy And More Delicious Meals With Serenk
As Serenk brand, we give importance to human health and safety.
Therefore, we offer safe, long-lasting kitchen cooking appliances that
protect human health.
The secret of delicious and healthy cooking is not to allow anything
mix to the nature’s unique tastes presented to humans.
Serenk’s mission can be found in every product: the perfect
combination of quality, functional design and high emotional
impact, they have became real icons of Serenk Collections.
Our brand’s Steel Modernist and Definition series, Granite
Excellence series are designed to cook healthy meals without
sacrificing taste.
Serenk has been witness of a culture which have contributed to
spread in the world the originality and the innovative pleasure
of cooking delicious meals, and due to its expertise, it continues
evolving and renewing its products in order to meet the desires of
every kitchen.

SERENK
We are aware of the responsibility of making quality products and being reliable. Serenk has been transmitting our values through a journey of real aromas and
delicious flavours with high quality, passion, experience and reliability.
-Healthy Cooking 					-We’re committed to creating healthy and delicious meals for your family and guests
-Delicious Cooking				-Easy Cooking

GRANITE SERIES

Excellence
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Granite Stock Pot 22cm
SERENK STOCK POT: This non stick stock pot is made
from a high-grade granite reinforced with special material
PTFE to be more durable, more functional and technically
superior. Therefore, Serenk pots and pans are safe, non-toxic,
nonstick and long-lasting. This technology prevents sticking
and provides a perfect surface. Creates a flavor layer, adds
elegance in presentation and gives it easy-to-clean feature
PASTA POT: This canning pot is 8.66 in/22 cm and has a
capacity of 85 oz/2.5 l so that will work well for every type of
cooking. It is the most appropriate kitchenware for cooking.
It has a very useful size to use as, pasta pot, sauce pot
and soup pot. Ideal for christmas dinner for a crowd, whole
chicken, boiling water for pasta, shrimp, potatoes at once.
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The sturdy steel handles get warm but not exactly hot for a
good grip. The glass lid fits tightly and is great for keeping an
eye on foods
COOKING POT WITH EXTRA THICK BOTTOM: This
canning pot has extra strong, encapsulated thermal base as
4 mm thickness for good heat distribution and heat retention.
Once hot, food stays hot when stove is on low. Does not
require a high heat setting in order to cook and and responds
quickly to temperature changes. The heat goes all the way
up the sides. It takes much less heat and much less time to
make a delicious meal and that is cooked perfect. Preserves
vitamins, minerals and aroma.

EASY TO CLEAN: Dishwasher safe soup pot. Additionally,
the sides of this cooking pot have wide curves at the bottom
so it makes it easy to stir food and specially to clean the pot
after usage. No sharp angles at the bottom because the pot
curves gently into the bottom, making getting every last bit
of sauce or whatever (and making clean up) a breeze! No
corners for food to get stuck in.
STOCK POT: The canning pot has a perfectly flat bottom
which is important for all types of stove top. It is suitable for
most types of stove. Compatible with gas, electric, glass,
ceramic, halogen. Oven safe up to 250 degree however glass
lid should not go in the oven. Comes with instructions which
is very helpful.

Granite Saute Pan 26cm
SERENK SAUTE PAN: Serenk saute pot is made from a
high-grade granite reinforced with special material PTFE to
be more durable, more functional and technically superior.
Therefore, Serenk pots and pans are safe, non-toxic,
nonstick and long-lasting. This technology prevents sticking
and provides a perfect surface. Creates a flavor layer, adds
elegance in presentation and gives it easy-to-clean feature
STOCK POT: This cooking pot is 2.64 qt, 10 in/26 cm and
118 oz/3.5 lt to work well for every multipurpose cooking.
The ideal depth and sidewall make it perfect for cooking just
about anything and to use daily. Steel handles get warm but
not exactly hot for a good grip.They make it easy to store,
to move the pan on the stove and wash in the sink. Has a
perfect flat bottom so it won’t move around on your stove and
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the oil doesn’t pool. The lid fits tightly that makes it perfect for
steaming rice
COOKING PAN WITH EXTRA THICK BOTTOM: This non
stick fry fan has extra strong, encapsulated thermal base
as 4.5 mm thickness for good heat distribution and heat
retention. Once hot, food stays hot when stove is on low.
Does not require a high heat setting in order to cook and and
responds quickly to temperature changes. The heat goes all
the way up the sides. It takes much less heat and much less
time to make a delicious meal and that is cooked perfect.
Preserves vitamins, minerals and aroma.
EASY TO CLEAN: Dishwasher safe. Has excellent surface.
Even the most stubborn ingredients like thinly sliced

mushrooms or diced onions slid right off without leaving
any residue. Additionally, the sides of this frying pan have
wide curves at the bottom so it makes it easy to stir food
and specially to clean the pot after usage. The pan curves
gently into the bottom, making getting every last bit of sauce
or whatever (and making clean up) a breeze! No corners for
food to get stuck in.
ALWAYS PAN: The saute pan has a perfectly flat bottom
which is important for all types of stove. Compatible with
gas, electric, glass, ceramic, halogen. Oven safe up to 250
degrees, glass lid should not go in the oven. Comes with
instructions which is very helpful.

Granite Egg Pan with Glass Lid 22 cm
SERENK NONSTICK PAN: Serenk frying pan is made from
a high-grade granite reinforced with special material PTFE
to be more durable, more functional and technically superior.
Therefore, Serenk pots and pans are safe, non-toxic,
nonstick and long-lasting. This technology prevents sticking
and provides a perfect surface. Creates a flavor layer, adds
elegance in presentation and gives it easy-to-clean feature.
SHALLOW CASSEROLE PAN: It is 1 qt/9 in/22 cm for
making one dish. You can fry an egg in it, roast a chicken, or
sauté veggies or fish. Great for stir fries and other casserole
dishes. The steel handles get warm but not exactly hot for
a good grip. Has a flat bottom so it won’t move around on
your stove and the oil doesn’t pool. You would love to see an
additional grip to help with emptying the contents. The small
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handles make it easy to store, to move the pan on the stove
and wash in the sink.
EGG PAN WITH EXTRA THICK BOTTOM: This non stick
skillet pan has extra strong, encapsulated thermal base as 4
mm thickness for good heat distribution and heat retention.
Once hot, food stays hot when stove is on low. Does not
require a high heat setting in order to cook and responds
quickly to temperature changes. The heat goes all the way
up the sides. It takes much less heat and much less time to
make a delicious meal and that is cooked perfect.
NON STICK FRY PAN: Dishwasher safe and nonstick
surface is excellent. Even the most stubborn ingredients
like thinly sliced mushrooms, grated garlic etc slid right off

without leaving any residue. The sides of this egg pan have
wide curves so it makes easy to stir food and to clean the
pot after usage. No sharp angles at the bottom because the
pan curves gently into the bottom, making getting every last
bit of sauce or whatever (and making clean up) a breeze! No
corners for food to get stuck in.
ALWAYS PAN: The frying pan has a perfectly flat bottom
which is important for all types of stove. Oven safe up to
250 degrees. Compatible with gas, electric, glass, ceramic,
halogen. Omlette maker skillet comes with instructions which
is very helpful.

Granite Omelette Pan 20cm
SERENK NONSTICK PAN: Serenk frying pan is made from
a high-grade granite reinforced with special material PTFE
to be more durable, more functional and technically superior.
Therefore, Serenk pots and pans are safe, non-toxic,
nonstick and long-lasting. This technology prevents sticking
and provides a perfect surface. Creates a flavor layer, adds
elegance in presentation and gives it easy-to-clean feature.
SHALLOW CASSEROLE PAN: It is 1 qt/8 in/20 cm for
making one dish. You can fry an egg in it, roast a chicken, or
sauté veggies or fish. Great for stir fries and other casserole
dishes. The steel handles get warm but not exactly hot for
a good grip. Has a flat bottom so it won’t move around on
your stove and the oil doesn’t pool. You would love to see an
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additional grip to help with emptying the contents. The small
handles make it easy to store, to move the pan on the stove
and wash in the sink.
EGG PAN WITH EXTRA THICK BOTTOM: This non stick
skillet pan has extra strong, encapsulated thermal base as 4
mm thickness for good heat distribution and heat retention.
Once hot, food stays hot when stove is on low. Does not
require a high heat setting in order to cook and responds
quickly to temperature changes. The heat goes all the way
up the sides. It takes much less heat and much less time to
make a delicious meal and that is cooked perfect.
NON STICK FRY PAN: Dishwasher safe and nonstick

surface is excellent. Even the most stubborn ingredients
like thinly sliced mushrooms, grated garlic etc slid right off
without leaving any residue. The sides of this egg pan have
wide curves so it makes easy to stir food and to clean the
pot after usage. No sharp angles at the bottom because the
pan curves gently into the bottom, making getting every last
bit of sauce or whatever (and making clean up) a breeze! No
corners for food to get stuck in.
ALWAYS PAN: The frying pan has a perfectly flat bottom
which is important for all types of stove. Oven safe up to
250 degrees. Compatible with gas, electric, glass, ceramic,
halogen. Omlette maker skillet comes with instructions which
is very helpful.

Granite Frying Pan 26cm
SERENK NONSTICK PAN: Serenk non stick pan is made
from a high-grade granite reinforced with special material
PTFE to be more durable, more functional and technically
superior. Therefore, Serenk pots and pans are safe, nontoxic, nonstick and long-lasting. This technology prevents
sticking and provides a perfect surface. Creates a flavor
layer, adds elegance in presentation and gives it easy-toclean feature
NON STICK FRY PAN: It is 1.90 qt/10 in/26 cm. Nonstick
surface is excellent. Even the most stubborn ingredients like
thinly sliced mushrooms, diced onions, and grated garlic
slid right off without leaving any residue or burn marks. The
lightness of this frying pan has been an advantage when
sometimes you have to pick up with one hand. The sturdy
steel handles get warm but not exactly hot for a good grip.
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Has a perfectly flat bottom so it won’t move around on your
stove and the oil doesn’t pool
FRY PAN WITH EXTRA THICK BOTTOM: This frying pan
has extra strong, encapsulated thermal base as 4 mm
thickness for good heat distribution and heat retention.
Once hot, food stays hot when stove is on low. Does not
require a high heat setting in order to cook and responds
quickly to temperature changes. The heat goes all the way
up the sides. It takes much less heat and much less time to
make a delicious meal
and that is cooked perfect
EASY TO CLEAN: Dishwasher safe.
Additionally, the sides of this non stick
skillet pan have wide curves at the bottom

so it makes it easy to stir food and specially to clean the pot
after usage. No sharp angles at the bottom because the
pan curves gently into the bottom, making getting every last
bit of sauce or whatever (and making clean up) a breeze!
No corners for food to get stuck in
FRYING PAN: The nonstick pan has a perfectly flat bottom
which is important for all types of stove. Compatible with
gas, electric, glass, ceramic, halogen. Oven safe up to 250
degrees. Comes with instructions which is very helpful.

Granite Wok Pan 28cm
SERENK WOK PAN: This wok pan is made from a high-grade
granite reinforced with special material PTFE to be more
durable, more functional and technically superior. Therefore,
Serenk pots and pans are safe, non-toxic, nonstick and
long-lasting. This technology prevents sticking and provides
a perfect surface. Creates a flavor layer, adds elegance in
presentation and gives it easy-to-clean feature
COOKING POT: The generous 3.90 qt/28 cm /11 inch wok
pan allows you to cook several portions at once. This nonstick
frying pan is durable, but still easy enough to transport. The
lightness of it has been an advantage when sometimes you
have to pick up the pan with one hand. The sturdy steel
handles get warm but not exactly hot for a good grip. It is
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very secure to rotate the pan for pouring. Has a perfectly
flat bottom so it won’t move around on your stove and the oil
doesn’t pool
NONSTICK PAN: Dishwasher safe nonstick stir fry pan.
Nonstick surface is excellent. Even the most stubborn
ingredients like thinly sliced mushrooms, diced onions, and
grated garlic slid right off without leaving any residue or burn
marks. This feature, in addition to its lightweight composition,
is just the boost a home cook needs to stir,
flip, and steam with confidence

COOKING PAN WITH EXTRA THICK BOTTOM: This cooking
pan has extra strong, encapsulated thermal base as 4 mm
thickness for good heat distribution and heat retention. Once
hot, food stays hot when stove is on low. Does not require
a high heat setting in order to cook and responds quickly
to temperature changes. The heat goes all the way up the
sides. It takes much less heat and much less time to make a
delicious meal and that is cooked perfect
WOKS & STIR-FRY PANS: The non stick fry pan has a
perfectly flat bottom which is important for all types of stove
top. It is suitable for most types of stove. Compatible with gas,
electric, glass, ceramic, halogen. Comes with instructions
which is very helpful.

2 Pieces Granite Granite Pan Set

Omelette Pan 20cm
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Granite Frying Pan 26cm

3 Pieces Granite Cookware Set

Saute Pan 26cm
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Granite Frying Pan 26cm

5 Pieces Granite Cookware Set

Stock Pot 22cm

Saute Pan 26cm
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Omelette Pan 20cm

Excellence Line Product Information
Art No.

Size (cm)

Height (cm)

Master Carton Pcs.

Granite Pot

SRK8681126432191

Ø22

32

6

Granite Saute Pan

SRK8681126432207

Ø26

37

6

G. Egg Pan with Glass Lid

SRK8681126433525

Ø22

7

6

Granite Omelette Pan

SRK8681126432184

Ø20

30

6

Granite Frying Pan

SRK8681126432214

Ø26

6

4

Granite Wok Pan

SRK8681126432221

Ø28

10

4

2 Pieces Granite
Granite Pan Set

SRK8681126433112

Ø26

+ Ø20

51

1

3 Pieces Granite
Cookware Set

SRK8681126433136

Ø26

+ Ø26

51

1

5 Pieces Granite
Cookware Set

SRK8681126432603

+ Ø22 + Ø20

31

1
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Stainless Steel 7 Pieces Cookware Set
Serenk cookware set is made from 18/10 stainless-steel
which exceedingly resistant to scratches, staining and will
maintain its beauty and performance for a lifetime. It offers
durability required by professional kitchens. Tight-fitting
stainless-steel lids seal in true nutrients and moisture for
tender, succulent dishes. Heat resistant wood effect bakelite
handles designed with a safe connection which will keep the
handles tight for all time
7 PIECE COOKWARE SET INCLUDES: 7 piece cookware
set includes 8 in 2qt stock pot with lid, 9 in 3.5 qt cooking
pot with lid,10 in 6 qt frying pan, 6 in 4 qt sauce pan with
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lid. Please note: lids are counted as individual pieces. The
stainless-steel interiors are well suited to a range of cooking
techniques while the brushed stainless exteriors clean up
quickly and easily
CAPSULE BOTTOM POT SET: Serenk cookware sets have
a flat cooking surface for efficient searing and sautéing.
Extremely heat-responsive thermo capsul bottom technology
ensures efficient, uniform heating with precise temperature
control and no hot spots. It transfers heat and spreads it
quickly, evenly, and precisely throughout the cookware, all
the way to the rim.

INDUCTION COOKWARE: Serenk pot and pans are ideal
for use on any cooktop, including induction
USE&CARE: This pots and pans set is dishwasher safe. Avoid
using steel wool, steel scouring pads or harsh detergents.
Stubborn food residue and stains can be removed with a
nylon scrubbing pad and baking soda.

Stainless Steel 6 Pieces Egg Pan Set
Serenk egg pan is made from 18/10 stainless-steel which
exceedingly resistant to scratches, staining and will maintain
its beauty and performance for a lifetime. It offers durability
required by professional kitchens. Tempered glass lids lock in
true flavor, texture and nutrients for tender, succulent dishes
while the body-extension steel handles offer a safe and
secure hold.
DIMENSIONS: 6 piece pan set includes 5”, 6” and 7” omelette
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pan with tight-fitting glass lids. Please note: lids are counted
as individual pieces.

INDUCTION COOKWARE: Ideal for use on any cooktop,
including induction.

CAPSULE BOTTOM PAN SET: This always pan has a flat
cooking surface for efficient searing and sautéing. Extremely
heat-responsive thermo capsul bottom technology ensures
efficient, uniform heating with precise temperature control
and no hot spots. It transfers heat and spreads it quickly and
evenly, throughout the cookware, all the way to the rim

USE&CARE: Serenk post and pans are dishwasher safe.
Allow frying pan to cool before washing. Avoid using steel
wool, steel scouring pads or harsh detergents. Stubborn food
residue and stains can be removed with a nylon scrubbing
pad and a fine-powdered cleanser.

6 L Pressure Cooker
Serenk pressure cooker is constructed of 18/10 stainless
steel which exceedingly resistant to scratches, staining and
will maintain its beauty and performance for a lifetime. It
offers durability required by professional kitchens. Capacity:
6 qt, dimensions: 14x9x6 in.
EASY TO USE: This design is user-friendly. The seal is very
sturdy, the correct positions are marked and the lid is easy to
lock firmly onto the base. The pressure valve is also clearly
marked and very easy to set. Non-slip, heat resistant and
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comfortable handles stay cool and ensure a good grip. It is
designed with a safe connection which will keep the handles
tight for all time.
SAFETY: Built-in safety features include overheat protection,
safety lid lock and quick release button for worry-free cooking.
Read instructions before cooking.
SUPER CAPSULE BOTTOM: The bottom of the pressure
cooker features an extra thick super capsule base. The design

allows for the quickest heat-up time, maximum temperature
control and rapid, even heat distribution. This pressure canner
has 3 temperature settings to allow for greater control over
the amount of pressure you cook with. It is suitable for any
type of stoves including induction.
USE&CARE: Stainless-steel cooking bowl is dishwasher
safe. Hand-wash lid; dry thoroughly.

Stainless Steel Tea Pot Set
Serenk tea pot and tea kettle set is made of heavy-duty 18/10
stainless-steel construction which exceedingly resistant
to scratches, staining and will maintain its beauty and
performance for a lifetime. Elegant polished exterior design
looks striking on any stovetop.

THERMO CAPSULE BASE: This tea kettle for stove top is
designed with a generous thermos capsule bottom to have a
high thermal conductivity to ensure rapid heating and give a
longer lifespan. Our self-sealing lid also offers a 100% seal to
increase the efficiency of boiling.

DIMENSIONS: Tea pot: 1.3 qt, tea kettle: 2 qt. height: 11”
high with lid.

STYLISH AND COMFORTABLE BAKELITE HANDLES:
Non-slip, heat resistant and comfortable wood effect bakelite
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handles stay cool and ensure a good grip. It is designed with
a safe connection which will keep the handle tight for all time.
USE&CARE: Do not heat while kettle is empty or allow it
to boil dry. Dishwasher safe. Avoid using harsh detergents,
abrasive cleansers, steel wool or steel scouring pads. Wipe
with a damp cloth, then buff with a soft, dry cloth to polish the
surface.

4 Pieces Coffee Pot Set with Stand
Serenk Turkish Coffee Pot Set is made of heavy-duty 18/10
stainless-steel construction which exceedingly resistant
to scratches, staining and will maintain its beauty and
performance for a lifetime. Elegant polished exterior design
looks striking on any stovetop.
CAPACITY: As well as being an aesthetically beautiful pot,
there are 4 capacity options. If you prefer the authentic
experience, it has 2,3,4 cups serving capacity. The stand
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design is making it convenient to store the pot when it’s not
in use.
STYLISH AND COMFORTABLE BAKELITE HANDLES:
Non-slip, heat resistant and comfortable wood effect bakelite
handles stay cool and ensure a good grip. It is designed with
a safe connection which will keep the handle tight for all time.
MULTI PURPOSE COFFEE POT: Stainless steel coffee pot
is more practical than copper pot as it is easy to maintain and

multi-purpose. This Turkish coffee mamer is also dishwasher
safe and easy to keep clean. Meanwhile, although its design
is for brewing Turkish coffee, you can also use it as a melting
pot, milk warmer, chocolate melter, butter melter, or any
number of other culinary projects.
USE &CARE: When cleaning the pot, a rinse and wipe with
a cloth will suffice, while it is also dishwasher-safe.

Definition Line Product Information
Art No.

Size (cm)

Height (cm)

Master Carton Pcs.

Stainless Steel
7 Pieces Cookware Set

SRK8681126433310

-

29

1

Stainless Steel 6 Pieces
Egg Pan Set

SRK8681126433334

-

15,5

2

Stainless Steel
6 L Pressure Cooker

SRK8681126433358

-

29

2

Stainless Steel
Tea Pot Set

SRK8681126433327

-

26

4

Stainless Steel 4 Pieces
Coffee Pot Set with Stand

SRK8681126433341

-

29

8
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“

The discovery of new falovours
make people much more happier
than the discovery of new stars.

“

Brillat SAVARIN
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STAINLESS STEEL SERIES

Stainless Steel Stock Pot 24cm
SERENK STOCK POT: This stainless steel pot is
made from highest quality 100% stainless steel to
be more durable, more functional and technically
superior. Therefore, Serenk pots and pans are safe,
non-toxic and long-lasting. This technology protects
your product against corrosion and provides a
perfect highly mirror polished surface. It keeps high
scratch resistance and creates a flavor layer. It
protects against external factors, adds elegance in
presentation and gives it easy-to-clean feature
CANNING POT: It is 2.64 qt, 7.87 in/20 cm, 84.55
oz/2.5 lt. Has a useful size using as a soup pot and
pasta pot. Ideal for christmas dinner for a crowd, whole
chicken, boiling water for pasta, shrimp, potatoes at
once. Both inside and outside has a mirror polished.
The silver surface lets you see exactly how brown the
onions, garlic, etc. Has a flat bottom so the oil doesn’t
pool. The steel handles get warm but not exactly hot
for good grip. The glass lid fits tightly. Safe for metal
utensils
PASTA POT WITH EXTRA THICK BOTTOM: This
induction cooktop has extra strong, encapsulated
thermal base as 4.5 mm thickness for good heat
distribution and heat retention. Once hot, food stays
hot when stove is on low. Distributes the heat very
well, and does not require a high heat setting in order
to cook. The heat goes all the way up the sides. It
takes much less heat and much less time to make a
delicious meal and that is cooked perfect. Preserves
vitamins, minerals and aroma
EASY TO CLEAN: Dishwasher safe cooking pot.
Additionally, the sides of this soup pot have wide
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curves at the bottom so it makes it easy to stir food
and specially to clean the pot after usage. No sharp
angles at the bottom because the pot curves gently
into the bottom, making getting every last bit of sauce
or whatever (and making clean up) a breeze! No
corners for food to get stuck in
INDUCTION COOKWARE: The stock pot has a perfectly
flat bottom which is important for all types of stove
and induction cooktop. Compatible with gas, electric,
glass, ceramic, halogen and induction. Comes with
instructions which is very helpful

Stainless Steel Stock Pot 20cm
SERENK STOCK POT: This stainless steel pot is
made from highest quality 100% stainless steel to
be more durable, more functional and technically
superior. Therefore, Serenk pots and pans are safe,
non-toxic and long-lasting. This technology protects
your product against corrosion and provides a
perfect highly mirror polished surface. It keeps high
scratch resistance and creates a flavor layer. It
protects against external factors, adds elegance in
presentation and gives it easy-to-clean feature
COOKING POT: This canning pot is 2.64 qt, 7.87
in/20 cm, 84.55 oz/2.5 lt. It has a very useful size
using as a soup pot and pasta pot. Both inside and
outside has a mirror polished. The silver surface lets
you see exactly how brown the onions, shallots, garlic,
etc. Has a perfectly flat bottom so the oil doesn’t pool.
The steel handles get warm but not exactly hot for
a good grip. The glass lid fits tightly and is great for
keeping eye on foods. Safe for metal utensils
PASTA POT WITH EXTRA THICK BOTTOM: This
induction cooktop has extra strong, encapsulated
thermal base as 4.5 mm thickness for good heat
distribution and heat retention. Once hot, food stays
hot when stove is on low. Distributes the heat very
well, and does not require a high heat setting in order
to cook. The heat goes all the way up the sides. It
takes much less heat and much less time to make a
delicious meal and that is cooked perfect. Preserves
vitamins, minerals and aroma
EASY TO CLEAN: Dishwasher safe cooking pot.
Additionally, the sides of this soup pot have wide
curves at the bottom so it makes it easy to stir food
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and specially to clean the pot after usage. No sharp
angles at the bottom because the pot curves gently
into the bottom, making getting every last bit of sauce
or whatever (and making clean up) a breeze! No
corners for food to get stuck in
INDUCTION COOKWARE: The stock pot has
a perfectly flat bottom which is important for all types
of stove and induction cooktop. Compatible with
gas, electric, glass, ceramic, halogen and induction.
Comes with instructions which is very helpful

Stainless Steel Saute Pan 24cm
SERENK SAUTE PAN: This stainless steel pan is
made from highest quality 100% stainless steel to
be more durable, more functional and technically
superior. Therefore, Serenk pots and pans are safe,
non-toxic and long-lasting. This technology protects
your product against corrosion and provides a
perfect highly mirror polished surface. It keeps high
scratch resistance and creates a flavor layer. It
protects against external factors, adds elegance in
presentation and gives it easy-to-clean feature
COOKING PAN: This cooking pot is 2.64 qt, 9.45
in/24 cm, 85 oz/2.5 lt to work well for multipurpose
cooking. The ideal depth and sidewall make it perfect
for cooking just about anything and to use daily. Steel
handles get warm but not exactly hot for a good grip.
They make it easy to store, to move the pan on the
stove and wash it in the sink. Has a perfect flat bottom
so it won’t move around on your stove and the oil
doesn’t pool. The lid fits tightly to be a perfect rise pot
STOCK POT WITH EXTRA THICK BOTTOM: This
induction cooktop has extra strong, encapsulated
thermal base as 4.5 mm thickness for good heat
distribution and heat retention. Once hot, food stays
hot when stove is on low. Distributes the heat very
well, and does not require a high heat setting in order
to cook.The heat goes all the way up the sides. It takes
much less heat and much less time to make a delicious
meal and that is cooked perfect. Preserves vitamins,
minerals and aroma
EASY TO CLEAN: Dishwasher safe cooking pot.
Additionally, the sides of this soup pot have wide
curves at the bottom so it makes it easy to stir food
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and specially to clean the pot after usage. No sharp
angles at the bottom because the pot curves gently
into the bottom, making getting every last bit of sauce
or whatever (and making clean up) a breeze! No
corners for food to get stuck in
INDUCTION COOKWARE: The stock pot has a perfectly
flat bottom which is important for all types of stove
and induction cooktop. Compatible with gas, electric,
glass, ceramic, halogen and induction. Comes with
instructions which is very helpful

Stainless Steel Omelette Pan 20cm
SERENK STOCK POT: This stainless steel pot is
made from highest quality 100% stainless steel to
be more durable, more functional and technically
superior. Therefore, Serenk pots and pans are safe,
non-toxic and long-lasting. This technology protects
your product against corrosion and provides a
perfect highly mirror polished surface. It keeps high
scratch resistance and creates a flavor layer. It
protects against external factors, adds elegance in
presentation and gives it easy-to-clean feature
CANNING POT: It is 2.64 qt, 7.87 in/20 cm, 84.55
oz/2.5 lt. Has a useful size using as a soup pot and
pasta pot. Ideal for christmas dinner for a crowd, whole
chicken, boiling water for pasta, shrimp, potatoes at
once. Both inside and outside has a mirror polished.
The silver surface lets you see exactly how brown the
onions, garlic, etc. Has a flat bottom so the oil doesn’t
pool. The steel handles get warm but not exactly hot
for good grip. The glass lid fits tightly. Safe for metal
utensils
PASTA POT WITH EXTRA THICK BOTTOM: This
induction cooktop has extra strong, encapsulated
thermal base as 4.5 mm thickness for good heat
distribution and heat retention. Once hot, food stays
hot when stove is on low. Distributes the heat very
well, and does not require a high heat setting in order
to cook. The heat goes all the way up the sides. It
takes much less heat and much less time to make a
delicious meal and that is cooked perfect. Preserves
vitamins, minerals and aroma
EASY TO CLEAN: Dishwasher safe cooking pot.
Additionally, the sides of this soup pot have wide
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curves at the bottom so it makes it easy to stir food
and specially to clean the pot after usage. No sharp
angles at the bottom because the pot curves gently
into the bottom, making getting every last bit of sauce
or whatever (and making clean up) a breeze! No
corners for food to get stuck in
INDUCTION COOKWARE: The stock pot has a perfectly
flat bottom which is important for all types of stove
and induction cooktop. Compatible with gas, electric,
glass, ceramic, halogen and induction. Comes with
instructions which is very helpful

Stainless Steel Frying Pan 24cm
SERENK FRYING PAN: This stainless steel pan is
made from highest quality 100% stainless steel to
be more durable, more functional and technically
superior. Therefore, Serenk pots and pans are safe,
non-toxic and long-lasting. This technology protects
your product against corrosion and highly mirror
polished surface. It keeps high scratch resistance
and creates a flavor layer. It protects against external
factors, adds elegance in presentation and gives it
easy-to-clean feature
DEEP FRYING PAN: 1 qt, 9.45 in/24 cm, 50 oz/1.5
lt. This frying pan is lightweight and comfortable to
hold. The lightness is an advantage when sometimes
you have to pick up the pan with one hand. It has
an ideal depth and sidewall for searing and cooking.
The steel handles get warm but not exactly hot, very
adequate for a good grip. The silver surface lets you
see exactly how brown the onions, shallots, garlic,
etc. Has a perfectly flat bottom so the oil doesn’t pool.
Safe for metal utensils
FRY PAN WITH EXTRA THICK BOTTOM: This
induction cooktop has extra strong, encapsulated
thermal base as 4.5 mm thickness for good heat
distribution and heat retention. Once hot, food stays
hot when stove is on low. Distributes the heat very
well, and does not require a high heat setting in order
to cook. The heat goes all the way up the sides. It
takes much less heat and much less time to make a
delicious meal and that is cooked perfect
EASY TO CLEAN: Dishwasher safe deep frying pan.
Additionally, the sides of this induction cookware
have wide curves at the bottom so it makes it easy to
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stir food and specially to clean the pot after usage.
No sharp angles at the bottom because this fry pan
curves gently into the bottom, making getting every
last bit of sauce or whatever (and making clean up) a
breeze! No corners for food to get stuck in
INDUCTION COOKWARE: The frying pan has
a perfectly flat bottom which is important for all types
of stove and induction cooktop. Compatible with
gas, electric, glass, ceramic, halogen and induction.
Comes with instructions which is very helpful

3 Pieces Steel Cookware Set

Saute Pan 24cm
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Frying Pan 24cm

3 Pieces Steel Pan Set

Omelette Pan 20cm
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Frying Pan 24cm

6 Pieces Steel Cookware Set

Stock Pot 24cm

Saute Pan 24cm
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Omelette Pan 20cm

Modernist Line Product Information
Height (cm)

Master Carton Pcs.

Ø24

17

4

SRK8681126432238

Ø20

17

5

Stainless Steel Saute Pan

SRK8681126432252

Ø24

11

5

Stainless Steel Omelette Pan

SRK8681126432269

Ø20

8

6

Stainless Steel Frying Pan

SRK8681126432276

Ø24

9

6

3 Pieces Steel Cookware Set

SRK8681126433143

Ø24

+ Ø24

21

1

3 Pieces Steel Pan Set

SRK8681126433129

Ø20

+ Ø24

51

1

6 Pieces Steel Cookware Set

SRK8681126432597

+ Ø24 + Ø20

31

1

Stainless Steel Stock Pots
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Art No.

Size (cm)

SRK8681126432245

Ø24

Pinwheel Bundt Cake Pan
CAKE TIME: Serenk’s nostalgically beautiful cake mold with
dimensions of 24 x 9 cm in a two-tone design from the “Fun
Cooking” series is equipped with a high-quality non-stick
coating. This golden Bundt cake pan brings additional colorful
joy to your baking kitchen with its attractive retro style.
PERFECT BAKING EXPERIENCE: Even browning due to
optimal heat conduction of the cake pan with the chimneylike opening in the center ensures that the dough is baked
evenly from all sides in the oven. Optimal handling due to
extra high rims
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DISCOVER NEW RECIPES: Bake traditional and modern
Bundt cakes in this practical baking pan, which you can
reinvent again and again. Try different recipes and glaze
and decorate your bundt cake with colored icing, the finest
chocolate coating or sprinkle it simply with powdered sugar
dust.
SIZE: The beautiful baking mold Fun Cooking has a respective
diameter of 24 cm, a height of 9 cm. It can also be hygienically
cleaned in the dishwasher and is odorless.

NEAT DESIGN: This high-quality surface simply releases the
cooled cake from the mold, and cleaning by hand is a breeze.
Steel non-stick coated, enameled - resistant to sourdough,
cut-resistant, ovenproof, heat-resistant up to 250°C. Solid
dimensional stability due to extra high material thickness. In
addition, Serenk’s name stands for quality goods “Made in
Türkiye”.

Star Bundt Cake Pan
CAKE TIME: Serenk’s nostalgically beautiful cake mold with
dimensions of 26 x 9,6 cm in a two-tone design from the “Fun
Cooking” series is equipped with a high-quality non-stick
coating. This golden Bundt cake pan brings additional colorful
joy to your baking kitchen with its attractive retro style.
PERFECT BAKING EXPERIENCE: Even browning due to
optimal heat conduction of the cake pan with the chimneylike opening in the center ensures that the dough is baked
evenly from all sides in the oven. Optimal handling due to
extra high rims
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DISCOVER NEW RECIPES: Bake traditional and modern
Bundt cakes in this practical baking pan, which you can
reinvent again and again. Try different recipes and glaze
and decorate your bundt cake with colored icing, the finest
chocolate coating or sprinkle it simply with powdered sugar
dust.
SIZE: The beautiful baking mold “Fun Cooking” has a
respective diameter of 26 cm, a height of 9,6 cm. It can also
be hygienically cleaned in the dishwasher and is odorless.

NEAT DESIGN: This high-quality surface simply releases the
cooled cake from the mold, and cleaning by hand is a breeze.
Steel non-stick coated, enameled - resistant to sourdough,
cut-resistant, ovenproof, heat-resistant up to 250°C. Solid
dimensional stability due to extra high material thickness. In
addition, Serenk’s name stands for quality goods “Made in
Türkiye”.

Camille Tart Pan
SERENK QUICHE PAN: Serenk’s exceptionaly beautiful tart
mold with dimensions of 28 x 7 cm in a two-tone design from
the “Fun Cooking” series is equipped with a high-quality nonstick coating. This golden tart pan brings additional colorful
joy to your baking kitchen with its attractive retro style.
PERFECT BAKING EXPERIENCE: This quiche pan is also
suitable for professional use, thanks to granite wall coating.
The pie pan has excellent heat radiation, so that the baked
goods are always nice and crispy and browned. Optimal
handling due to extra high rims
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DISCOVER NEW RECIPES: Bake from quiche to apple pie
in this practical baking pan, which you can reinvent again and
again. Try different recipes and glaze and decorate your cake
with your favourite toppings.
SIZE: The beautiful baking mold “Fun Cooking” has a
respective diameter of 28 cm and a height of 7 cm. It can also
be hygienically cleaned in the dishwasher and is odorless.
NEAT DESIGN: This high-quality surface simply releases the
cooled cake from the mold, and cleaning by hand is a breeze.

Aluminum granite non-stick coated, enameled - resistant to
sourdough, cut-resistant, ovenproof, heat-resistant up to
250°C. Solid dimensional stability due to extra high material
thickness. In addition, Serenk’s name stands for quality goods
“Made in Türkiye”.

Loaf Cake Pan
CAKE TIME: Serenk’s nostalgically beautiful cake mold with
dimensions of 34 x 14 cm in a two-tone design from the “Fun
Cooking” series is equipped with a high-quality non-stick
coating. This golden cake pan brings additional colorful joy to
your baking kitchen with its attractive retro style.
PERFECT BAKING EXPERIENCE: This bread pan is also
suitable for professional use, thanks to granite wall coating.
The bread baking pan has excellent heat radiation, so that
the baked goods are always nice and crispy and browned.
Optimal handling due to extra high rims
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DISCOVER NEW RECIPES: Bake from banana bread
to fluffy cakes in this practical baking pan, which you can
reinvent again and again. Try different recipes and glaze and
decorate your cake with your favourite toppings.
SIZE: The beautiful baking mold “Fun Cooking” has a
respective length of 34 cm, width of 14 cm, a height of 6,9
cm. It can also be hygienically cleaned in the dishwasher and
is odorless.
NEAT DESIGN: This high-quality surface simply releases the

cooled cake from the mold, and cleaning by hand is a breeze.
Aluminum granite non-stick coated, enameled - resistant to
sourdough, cut-resistant, ovenproof, heat-resistant up to
250°C. Solid dimensional stability due to extra high material
thickness. In addition, Serenk’s name stands for quality goods
“Made in Türkiye”.

Smile Mini Pancakes Pan
SMILE MINI PANCAKES MAKER: Serenk’s exceptionally
beautiful mini pancakes maker with dimensions of 26 x 1,5
cm in a two-tone design from the “Fun Cooking” series is
equipped with a high-quality non-stick coating. This golden
nonstick frying pan brings additional colorful joy to your
baking kitchen with its attractive retro style.
PERFECT BREAKFAST EXPERIENCE: This pancake
pan is also suitable for professional use, thanks to granite
wall coating. The mini pancake maker has excellent heat
radiation, so that the baked goods are always nice and
crispy and browned. Optimal handling due to 18 cm handle
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TIME TO BREAK SOME EGGS: Bake from omelettes to
pancake in this practical pancake molds for kids, which you
can reinvent again and again.
SIZE: The beautiful breakfast maker Fun Cooking with
seven troughs in a respective diameter of 26 cm, a height
of 1,5 cm. It can also be hygienically cleaned in the
dishwasher, is odorless.
NEAT DESIGN: This high-quality surface simply releases
the cooled cake from the mold and cleaning by hand
washing is a breeze. Aluminum granite non-stick coated,

enameled - resistant to sourdough, cut-resistant, heatresistant up to 250°C. Solid dimensional stability due to
extra high material thickness. In addition, Serenk’s name
stands for quality goods Made in Türkiye.

Modernist Line Product Information
Art No.

Size (cm)

Height (cm)

Master Carton Pcs.

Pinwheel Bundt Cake Pan

SRK8681126434355

Ø24

9

6

Camille Tart Pan

SRK8681126434348

Ø28

7

6

Star Bundt Cake Pan

SRK8681126434362

Ø26

9,6

6

Loaf Cake Pan

SRK8681126434331

34x14

6,9

6

Smile Mini Pancakes Pan

SRK8681126434379

Ø26

1,5

6
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Biggbrands is an online distribution platform brought to life by Biggplus, one of the strongest E-Commerce
groups in Turkey, with more than 20 years of experience. The “Serenk” brand is also one of the brands that
Biggbrands owns.
www.biggbrands.com

BRANDS

İSTANBUL OFFICE
Bozkurt Sk. Acarlar İş Mrk.
F Blok Kavacık İstanbul / TURKEY

NEW YORK OFFICE
450 Lexington Ave. 4th Floor
New York, NY 10017, USA

DUBAI OFFICE
Dubai Commercity Umm Ramool,
Dubai-Uae

AMSTERDAM OFFICE
Turfstekerstraat 27 1431 GD
Aalsmeer Netherlands

P : +90 216 538 65 00
M: info@biggbrands.com

P: +617 893 65 38
M: usa.info@biggbrands.com

P: +971 4 269 37 80 (Uae)
M: mena.info@biggbrands.com

P: +31 23 711 4660
M: eu.info@biggbrands.com

Thanks!

